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The Battle of Bannockburn may be over, but the war is far from won.Her Protectorâ€¦Ansel

Sutherland is charged with a mission from King Robert the Bruce to protect the illegitimate son of a

powerful English Earl. Though Ansel bristles at aiding an Englishman, the nature of the war for

Scottish independence is changing, and he is honor-bound to serve as a bodyguard. He arrives in

England to fulfill his assignment, only to meet the beautiful but secretive Lady Isolda, who refuses to

tell him where his ward is. When a mysterious attacker threatens Isoldaâ€™s life, Ansel realizes he

is the only thing standing between her and deadly peril.His Ladyâ€¦Lady Isolda harbors dark

secretsâ€”secrets she refuses to reveal to the rugged Highland rogue who arrives at her castle

demanding answers. But Anselâ€™s dark eyes cut through all her defenses, threatening to undo her

resolve. To protect her past, she cannot submit to the white-hot desire that burns between them. As

the threat to her life spirals out of control, she has no choice but to trust Ansel to whisk her to safety

deep in the heart of the Highlandsâ€¦
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pagesEmma Prince, the magnificent best selling author of "The Sinclair Brothers Trilogy","Viking

Lore Series", is at it again with another brilliant Scottish historical series! This brand new sparkling

series is called ("Highland Bodyguards") and this is the very first book called "The Lady's

Protector".WARNING:Beware of turning the pages in this fast paced page turner, as this story is so

fabulously sizzling hot you just may get burned!Dunrobin Castle, Scottish Highlands, September

1314Ansel Sutherland one of Robert most trusted and valuable warrior is charged with protecting

and guarding the life of an Scottish Earl of Lancaster's son for fear of the boy being used as a

weakness against himwho also has the Kings ear bastard son by the orders of King Robert the

Bruce himself. Though Ansel is less then thrilled by this mission but even he knew he had little

choice plus these were dangerous waters these days in Scotland. Even with The victory of Battle

Bannockburn the war still continues in one way or another. The wind could shift in a second and

could possibly turn in favor of the English with Scottish Independence always at risk.When he

arrives in England he meets mysterious and mistrusting beautiful Lady Isolda of Embleton the

mother of the Earl son and when accident s start happening she sends the boy in to hiding onky she

knows where her son is,and to his frustration won't reveal who his ward is or why.

THE LADY'S PROTECTOR by Emma Prince is an intriguing new "Highland Bodyguards" series.

WOW, what a fast paced, exhilarating, thrill ride of Scottish Historical Romance.Meet, Lady Isolda of

Embleton and Ansel Sutherland, one of King Robert the Bruce's most trusted warriors. An elite team

of warriors, who help protect Scotland. Ansel, has been sent to protect the Earl of Lancaster, an

English Earl who has the King of England's ear, illegitimate son. Lady Isolda sends her beloved son,

into hiding, when accidents start to befall them, unbeknownst to Robert the Bruce. Ansel knows all

is right at the castle. It doesn't take him long to know there is intrigue happening at the Castle, but

what, he doesn't know yet. Where is the young lad? No one knows except Isolda, not even her

trusted servants. Will she be able to trust Ansel enough to tell him where her son is located?Of

course, the first moment he lays eyes on Isolda, sparks fly between them. Ansel vows to protect

Isolda and her son at all cost.This is a tale of deceit, betrayal, intrigue, political intrigue, lies, danger,

trouble, loyalty, trust, a bit of mystery and lots of suspense.A fierce, sexy Highlander Warrior and a

very determined Mother, both willing to protect a young boy at all costs, including death, if

necessary.What an intriguing first book in the "Highland Bodyguards" series.The reader will find

many twist and turns in this tale of intrigue and romance with the Scottish Highlands as a

background.A Deliciously wicked romp through the English and Scottish countryside. A must read!

Once again, Ms. Prince has written a perfect Scottish Medieval Historical Romance. Ms. Prince is



such a talented Scottish storytelling.
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